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Chinese translations

Method:

Step one – (before the lesson). The teacher writes sentences on slips of paper. These sentences are
designed to possibly give the learners some translating difficulties.

Step two – If necessary the teacher divides the class up into subgroups of, say, 12 students (whatever
the number it must be even).

Step three – The teacher gives the first slip(s) to the first student(s) who must not show it to their
colleagues but must translate it into the mother tongue of the class on another slip of paper.

Step four – He/she then passes the translation on to the next member of the team who must translate it
onto another slip of paper into English and pass this translation on to the next student.

Step five – this process continues with the sentence being translated into and out of the learners’
mother tongue until it reaches the last person in the group.

Step six – The teacher retrieves the original and final English versions and, on the board or by dictating
them elicits comparison and discussion – if possible points in the multiple translation process where
significant changes occurred should be identified and discussed. N.B. Significant changes in this activity
are by no means always errors and the teacher must be careful to praise really good translation as
well as pointing out and correcting errors and noting changes that make little or no difference.

Note: This can sometimes be a rather slow process and the purpose of the readers is to give people
something to do while they are waiting for their turn or have had their turn and are waiting for the
feedback stage. The activity can also be played as a “background activity” while something else is going
on.

Anticipated problems: none

Level: Elementary + (monolingual groups only)
Ages: all ages
Time 20 minutes +
Materials: some slips of paper with sentences written on them in English, a set of readers at an
appropriate level
Purpose: Development of translating skills
Type: cooler


